IFED 2023: 78 countries and 258 cities worldwide!

Join us and participate to IFED in 2024 worldwide. We call on everyone to celebrate diversity in all its wonderful colors and forms!

By joining IFED you can:

Support global advocacy to empower rainbow families across the world to be out, proud and progress social change.

Become part of a global community of people committed to creating a more open and diverse society worldwide.

Join a global network of activists, institutions, associations and organizations exchanging ideas, information and best practices to promote equal rights for all families.

Becoming a member is easy:

Membership is open to everyone: individuals, associations, institutions, cities, companies.

Becoming a member is easy: it can be done on-line at IFED website: https://internationalfamilyequalityday.org/become-a-member/

Annual membership fees are flexible: you can choose how much to contribute starting from only 5 Euros, to as much you can commit to.

More information and connections
IFED Website: http://www.internationalfamilyequalityday.org
IFED Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/InternationalFamilyEqualityDay
IFED Facebook Creative Network: https://www.facebook.com/groups/500398236747224/
IFED Twitter: https://twitter.com/IFED_LGBT
Email: info@internationalfamilyequalityday.org

We are family because we respect and care for each other, we grow and come together to celebrate our love and all families!

Join us to celebrate the beauty of our diversity and the uniqueness of every family.

Join us to defend and promote equality for all families.
Because we
have chosen
to be family

Even if we need to fight
in the tribunals, and
march in the streets for
our dignity and rights

Because we are united by
love, care and
respect

Even when the
laws ignore or
discriminate us

Because we share
our happiness,
troubles, ups and
downs

Even if somebody
says we shouldn’t exist

Even if we have to
explain it every day
to our neighbours and
to professionals

Even when we have to
leave our country to be able
to marry, have children,
find respect or just live

Even when we need to
hide it

Even if it can’t be written on
our documents

Even if we need to fight
in the tribunals, and
march in the streets for
our dignity and rights

Because we have chosen
to be family

Despite what some
people think

No matter whether you already
have, wish or just started building a
family, whether your family is small,
big, extended, recomposed, nuclear,
same-sex, traditional, childless,
numerous, single- or shared-
parented, multigenerational, step,
foster, reconstituted...

Because we are family...

And we are happy and proud to be!